
HURLEY 1st v Pinkneys Green 1st  Date: 3rd August 
 
Played at Pinkneys Green 
 
Innings of Hurley 
 
P. Ridgeway* LBW b. Dhillon 11 

D. Simoes Not out  100 

N. Akhtar c. Elliott b. Dhillon 23 

V. Sharma  b. Dhillon 0 

D. Day+ LBW b. Elliott 1 

G. Box LBW b. Elliott 0 

V. Bhagwani c. Elliott b. B. Snapes 11 

S. Raabi c. Peck b. Elliott 0 

M. Cole c. Heyes b. Hendry 17 

J. Langlands Not out  12 

H. Mansell Did not bat   

  Extras 24 

  Total 199 

  For 8 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

M. Peck 8 1 31 0 

J. Stokes 5 1 24 0 

J. Dhillon 11 1 50 3 

M. Elliott 15 5 28 3 

B. Snapes 7 0 25 1 

T. Hendry 6 0 31 1 

     

     

     



Innings of Pinkneys Green 
 
C. Heyes Run out  35 

J. Stemp  b. Akhtar 5 

T. Snapes c. Box b. Ridgeway 34 

J. Dhillon c. and b. Ridgeway 71 

G. Chetwood  b. Langlands 6 

M. Elliott c. Langlands b. Akhtar 20 

B. Snapes  b. Langlands 0 

J. Stokes c. Sharma b. Akhtar 1 

M. Peck c. Langlands b. Ridgeway 3 

T. Hendry  b. Ridgeway 0 

A.Wilcox Not out  0 

  Extras 17 

  Total 192 

  For 10 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

N. Akhtar 11 0 41 3 

J. Langlands 15 3 59 2 

M. Cole 7 0 17 0 

V. Bhagwani 5 1 37 0 

P. Ridgeway 8.5 1 26 4 

     

     

     

     

 

Result:  Hurley won by seven runs 
 
Hurley 1st XI defeated near-neighbours Pinkneys Green by seven runs in a tense but 
amicable encounter at the Pinkneys Drive ground.  The victory was founded on a fine 
innings by David Simoes, and some excellent death bowling under pressure by 
captain Phil Ridgeway and others. 
 
The 2013 season is Pinkneys Green’s third in the Chilterns League.  On this ground 
last season, Hurley memorably chased down 296 to win the match.  Going into this 
game, only four points separated the two teams in Division 2, and the hosts had tied 
their previous fixture here against White Waltham 2nds.  A close match might thus 
have been predicted. 
 
The Pinkneys captain Mike Elliott asked the visitors to bat on a warm but breezy day.  
The wicket offered some variable bounce, and the outfield was as usual fast but 
uneven.  Mark Peck opened the bowling from the Pinkneys Drive end, and returned 
later to bowl the last three overs of the Hurley innings from that end.  Jags Dhillon 



and Ben Snapes, bowling left-arm round, also bowled from the Drive end.  Jake 
Stokes and Elliott, bowling left-arm over, bowled from the Pinkneys Green end.  
Dhillon and Elliott bowled their long spells unchanged.  The Hurley openers 
Ridgeway and Simoes started positively, and progressed to forty-one after ten overs.  
Ridgeway punished anything short and wide towards the car park, while Simoes 
scored on the leg side and off the front foot.  Dhillon and Elliott joined the bowling 
attack in search of the first breakthrough, and it came with Dhillon’s first ball as 
Ridgeway was adjudged out lbw by umpire Snapes.  Simoes then added fifty-four in 
twelve overs with Naeem Aktar for the second wicket to take the visitors’ score to 
ninety-five.  The balance of the match then changed mid-innings as Dhillon and 
Elliott took two wickets a-piece with consecutive balls in a four-over spell to leave 
Hurley reeling at 101 for five.  Akhtar was caught at second slip; Varun Sharma 
received a first-ball straight yorker; and Denis Day and Graham Box appeared to be 
plumb lbw.  Simoes ignored the procession of partners and carried his bat, adding 
fifty-three over fourteen overs with Mike Cole for the eighth wicket.  Jonathan 
Langlands helped Simoes complete his century in the final over to leave Hurley with 
a competitive total. 
 
In reply, Akhtar opened the bowling from the Green end, bowled three spells, and 
came on at the Drive end at the end of the Pinkneys innings.  Cole and Ridgeway also 
bowled from the Green end, while Langlands bowled a full spell from the Drive end.  
Akhtar found Jade Stemp’s middle stump in his third over during a tight opening 
spell with Langlands.  Cole returned to the Hurley attack for the ninth over after a 
break of several weeks and bowled economically.  Chris Heyes and Tim Snapes 
compiled a partnership of fifty-one for the second wicket, which was broken when 
the latter called his partner for a sharp single on the off-side.  The big-hitting Dhillon 
added eighty-four in thirteen overs with Snapes to swing the match in favour of the 
hosts, scoring five sixes in the process.  Ridgeway, perhaps feeling that he ought to 
have the measure of a predominantly young Pinkneys team, brought himself into the 
attack for the thirty-first over.  The third-wicket partnership was broken when Box 
held a one-handed catch at mid-on.  Two overs later, Dhillon unexpectedly offered 
Ridgeway a straightforward return catch.  Dhillon’s departure left forty-two required 
for victory from the last ten overs, but it proved to be too much for the hosts.  
Akhtar and Langlands gained some reward for their hard work with the ball by taking 
a couple of late wickets each, and together with Ridgeway they completed the 
victory for Hurley.  The two teams scored the same number of runs off the bat, but 
Pinkneys conceded five penalty runs for a ball-face mask strike in the field.  Simoes’s 
century was his third for Hurley.  Depending on the results of other matches, this win 
will help propel Hurley up the Division 2 table to relative safety.  The next fixture is at 
home to Denham. 
Morrant Man of the Match: David Simoes 
Sixes: Cole (1) 
 


